openQA Tests - action #48692
[functional][u] test fails in gnome_control_center - workaround for unselected user does not highlighted user
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Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-x86_64-zdup-Leap-42.1-gnome@64bit-2G fails in gnome_control_center
Fails randomly. Looks like the user unselected workaround does not work.

Test suite description

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 424.2 (current job)

Expected result

Last good: 423.2 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 05/03/2019 11:06 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in gnome_control_center to [functional][u] test fails in gnome_control_center - workaround for unselected user does not highlighted user
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to okurz

Looks like it should not be too hard

#2 - 05/03/2019 11:07 am - okurz

Created needle "displaymanager-bernhard-20190305", retriggersed -> https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/869709

#3 - 05/03/2019 12:27 pm - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

19/03/2020
hm, https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/869709#step/gnome_control_center/5 passed. Didn't match my new needle though, maybe because of mouse cursor disappeared? I think it's unlikely this will appear again, new needle should handle it though. Let's assume we are done :)

#4 - 07/03/2019 10:20 am - okurz
- Status changed from Resolved to Feedback

crosschecking current failures https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/868978#step/gnome_control_center/4 and https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/868971#step/gnome_control_center/1

seems like these jobs have started before I created the needle but failed afterwards. Retriggered:


ok

#5 - 09/03/2019 07:18 am - okurz

last job failed not in gnome_control_center but gnome_tweak_tool. The post_fail_hook failed because "tty5-selected" did not match. The console font looks slightly different. Created tty5-selected-20190309 and retriggered -> https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/875259

#6 - 14/03/2019 12:40 pm - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- Target version set to Milestone 23

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/875259